Goal:

Identify opportunities for RACEA to leverage the RACEA network and information base.
EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES - MEMBERS

Jon Anderson, Chair, University of West Georgia
Michael Crow, Savannah State University
Bob Homer, Southern Polytechnic State University
Ulf Kirchdorfer, Darton College
EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES
OUR DELIVERABLES 2011-2012

Identify Emerging Areas for future RACEA work

- Planning model to improve strategic planning
- External models of information analysis
- Publication of SACS “Problem-Solver”
- Workshop on e-book publishing
- Presentation on Complete College America Report
- Workshop on formative vs. summative assessment
- Organization Congruence: Principles & Standards
- Lessons from the for-profits
- Recruiting models and tricks
- Certificates as positive reinforcements
- Board liaison arrangements
- Organization Diversification
Questions For the “Emerging Issues Think Tank”

- Does RACEA need a think tank?

- If so, what mechanisms (formal and informal) do you recommend to help identify emerging issues?

- What process should be used to prioritize emerging issues?
EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES

Responses from 2011-2012 Survey

- Comprehensive Program Review
- Information Management Systems
- Strategic Planning
- SACS “Problem Solver”
- Formative and Summative Assessment
- Consolidation
- Emerging Issues?
- Alternative?

Ideas for 2012-2013

- Consolidation-Lessons-maybe next year?
- SACS Problem-solver
  - Faculty Credentials – information data management
  - BOR/USG policies/guidance & SACS Principles
- Institution/USG Data Matching
  - Complete College Georgia Plan metrics & CPR relationship
- Assessment – preserve RACEA bench strength
- CPR - Use of Complete College Georgia Metrics